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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Backround of the Study 

 Vocabulary is one of  elements of a language which be come a basic 

point for language learners to learn a language, especially English. Richard 

et al (255: 2002) states that vocabulary is a core component of language 

proficiency and provides much of  the basis for how well learners speak, 

read, and write. Vocabulary has an important role because vocabulary 

links the four skills of speaking, listening, writing, and reading. To 

develop these language skills the students should have sufficient stock of 

vocabulary. In teaching vocabulary, teachers got a big problem, when the 

students was lack of vocabulary, whereas it is very important for  them 

because by having limited vocabulary the students could master the 

language easyly. 

On the syllabus of Junior High School ( 2007 : 53 ) especially at the 

eighth grade, the standard  competences  of Reading, Speaking, Listening, 

and Writing need students’s  vocabulary mastery, because if the students 

have a lot of  vocabulary, it will be easy for them  to comprehend these 

skills.  

Based on the pre-observation at the eight grade students, there are four 

problems related to teach English especially vocabulary. First, it is hard 
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for students to do the task because the students did not understand the 

meaning of some words. Second, it take time for students to understand 

the meaning from the text or from the instruction. Third, the students 

would depend on their teacher by asking unfamiliar words rather than 

open the dictionary because only a few of them used dictionary. The worst 

is that the students’s vocabulary mastery is still low. It can be seen from 

students’s vocabulary test where the result is still lower than minimum 

pass criteria 70 students’s result is still in the average of students. 

One of many solutions which can be used to cope with the problem is 

word association. Word association provides active learning processes that 

help our students to think fast and to find word as many as they can, and  

using word association, teacher can check  student’s vocabulary stock and 

also it can be implemented as a game. Moreover word association can 

make our students’s habit change especially in using dictionary because 

word association needs dictionary as a source if students have limited 

vocabulary. In learning vocabulary through word association, the teacher 

can start it by writing a single word, and the next step is asking the 

students to find associated word of  that word target. Moreover we can use 

picture or dictionary to help the students if the students have limited 

vocabulary or if the students can not associate the words. It means that 

students can not find the word that associate with the word target. The last 

one is the  students  find associated words. By the end of this game, we 

can check their vocabulary stock and how they associate each word.  
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Regarding to the fact that the students’s vocabulary is still low, the 

writer chooses Word Association to improve students’s vocabulary. The 

writer hopes this game will help us to elicit our student’s word and help 

them use it correctly. The use of word association in improving the 

students’s vocabulary bank is by conducting a research entithed “ 

Improving Students’s Vocabulary Mastery by Using Word Association 

Game”. 

B. Reason for Choosing the topic 

The writer has some reasons to choose the topic; 

1. Students’s vocabulary of class VIII A MTs Kepadangan Clapar-

Kebumen needed to be improved because their vocabularies are still 

low. 

2. Word association is a game to make the students easy to study 

vocabulary. 

C. Problems of Study 

Problem of the research stated by a question: “Can word association 

technique improve the students’ vocabulary mastery at the VIII A grade 

students  of MTs Kepadangan Clapar in academic year 2012/2013?”. 
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D. Aim of the Research 

The aim of the research is to improve students’ vocabulary mastery at 

VIII A grade of MTs Kepadangan Clapar-Kebumen in academic year 

2012/2013 by using word association. 

E. Clarification of  the Term 

To understand the research more easily, the key terms of the study are 

clarified as follows:  

1. Vocabulary 

Richard et al (255: 2002) states that vocabulary is a core 

component of language proficiency and provides much of the basis for 

how well learners speak, read, and write. Vocabulary has an important 

role because it links the four skills of speaking, listening, writing, and 

reading. 

2. Words association 

According to Richards et al. (1985) word association is a way in 

which words come to be a ssociated with each other and which 

influence the learning and remembering of words. 
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F. Contribution of the Research 

1. For the Students 

a. Word association will  improve their English vocabulary, 

b. Word association will  make them interested in learning English, 

c. Word association will make students have motivating in joining the 

English lesson. 

2. For the Teacher 

a.  Word Association give experience in appling game in teaching 

vocabulary. 

b.  Word association has an alternative way for teaching English 

vocabulary. 
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